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EXHIBIT F:   EQUIPMENT LABEL  [2.925, 2.926, 2.1033(B2,7), 15.19(A3)]

LABEL EXAMPLE Refer to picture file “EXF_Label.pdf”

The FCC Identifier assigned to the CB2OHHL3 is FCC ID: CB2OHHL3.  This number will be
imprinted on the 1.0”x1.5” high temperature polyester matte white label.

The label will be placed on the exterior of the CB2OHHL3 housing using an acrylic adhesive that
will permanently affix the label.

Because of the small size of the device and because the installation is inside a portion of the
automobile, the following statements will appear in the user’s manual.  Refer to Exhibit N for the
entire text of the user’s manual.

“This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC rules and with RSS-210 of
the Industry Canada.  Operation is subject to the following two conditions:
(1) This device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) This device
must accept any interference that may be received including interference
that may cause undesired operation.
WARNING:  The transmitter has been tested and complies with FCC and
Industry Canada rules.  Changes or modifications not expressly approved
by the party responsible for compliance could void the user’s authority to
operate the device.”

LABEL LOCATION

The label will be located on the exterior smooth surface of the housing containing the
CB2OHHL3 Universal Garage Door Opener.

There are a variety of housing designs, the shape of which will determine the exact location of
the label.  For the black plastic ‘clamshell’ housing design the label will be located on the
available smooth surface.   For examples, refer to picture files “EXD_GMTextbtmlbl.jpg”,
“EXD_W22exttoplbl.jpg”, and “EXD_VB3extbtmlbl.jpg”.

A few assemblies do not use the clamshell case.  For these assemblies the label is placed on the
housing in which the CB2OHHL3 is installed.  For example, in the overhead light unit the label
will be located on the back side of the courtesy light assembly.  Refer to picture file
“EXD_VG5extbtmlbl.jpg”.


